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From: Hilton, Keenan
To: Richardson, Michael
Subject: Fw: I am begging...please do not put this 5G wire in...please
Date: Thursday, April 21, 2022 2:55:30 PM

From: Comet <multipledimensionz@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2022 11:26 AM
To: Hilton, Keenan <KHilton@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: I am begging...please do not put this 5G wire in...please
 

4/20/2022
To whom it may concern:
 
My name is Hayley and I am pleading that we DO NOT put this 5G wire in Humboldt or Del
Norte counties. Tourism is significant economy in this area and one that is growing and allows
us to generate revenue. We have so many people traveling here from all over the World to
witness our counties beauty. I strongly believe that 5G will divert tourism and adversely
impact our striving economy.
 
This is the place in the world that has the MOST redwoods anywhere. Why would we want to
jeopardize this? I hear that cutting is being done in Rockefeller Forest, home to one of the
tallest trees in the world..Paradox. Paradox tree is going to surpass Hyperion (currently the
tallest tree in the World) in just a few years, thus making it the tallest tree in the World when
that happens. I really hope this tree stays safe. These trees are very much valuable and part of
the reason we have so many tourists. These trees help our environment significantly. I fear that
putting 5G in will imply that Humboldt doesn’t care about the environment. 
EMF radiation generates heat and dehydrates the environment raising the risk of fire. We are
in a drought and we need to do everything we can to prevent fires from destroying our forests
and towns!! I am from Paradise and we need to keep Humboldt green at all costs! It literally
makes no sense to be adding a widespread fire hazard to our ecosystem.
 
On top of everything else, the setup of 5G is an eye sore! We have spent so much money
restoring our downtown, I feel putting this 5G in will only cause us to back track. I am worried
that putting 5G in will send a message that we are willing to bargain our aesthetics in the name
of corporations. Aesthetics are important and other communities have successfully restricted
5G access based on this. 

5G also affects Bird Migratory Patterns! Many tourists come here for the birds. The Marsh in
Arcata is a bird sanctuary and attracts birders from all around the World! Our Great Blue
Heron’s are magnificent. If we are plastered with 5G and have no birds there will be no
birding tourists. What is the economic impact of that?

Also 5G causes CANCER!!!! How is this even being considered?? 5G is a small wave that is
VERY similar to our bodies electricity systems and this is the problem and why over 2,000
studies since the 1970's PROVE that it is mortally harmful to humans, animals, insects, and
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plants. What would happen if we killed all the bees?!?! 
 
I ask that 5G be postponed during these times of dangerous drought and I call for an
Environmental Impact Assessment for the risk of fires. We should do an economic assessment
of redwoods and tourism.

I ask that an Economic Impact Assessment be done for the effects on tourism and for an
Environmental Impact Assessment be done for our natural treasures, the Redwoods and Birds.

 

Thank you for your time and energy,

Hayley Montgomery

Concerned citizen


